
Comments for Planning Application 16/04716/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 16/04716/FUL

Address: GF 2 Stoneycroft Road South Queensferry EH30 9HX

Proposal: Demolition of existing building on site and erection of 5 terraced townhouses on sloping

site.

Case Officer: Clare Macdonald

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:We strongly object to the proposal to demolish the existing Victorian villa. The Design

Statement appears at best disingenuous in wilfully ignoring that the existing building is a

combination of a largely original Victorian villa, and a later, larger, unsympathetic addition. As the

junction between the two is quite distinct, development of the lower portion of the site is entirely

possible while retaining and restoring the upper portion as the original villa.

 

The original villa relates well to its surroundings, in particular the tenements of similar age further

down Stoneycroft Road. We would support the careful demolition of the later additions, which may

need additional care in execution and supervision to ensure that the original villa was not

damaged.

 

The new proposals for the site would, in any case, represent overdevelopment of the site, with

even more of the site being covered with development. The prominence of the modern design of

the upper section would not be appropriate in the conservation area. The retention of the villa, with

careful development of the lower portion of the site, should result in a more sympathetic, less over-

developed, and more economically viable solution. As it stands, the proposals would be in conflict

with Local Plan policies ENV 6 and ENV 7.



Comments for Planning Application 16/06164/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 16/06164/FUL

Address: 14 Station Road South Queensferry EH30 9HY

Proposal: Removal of existing windows and installation of replacement doors and windows in

uPVC.

Case Officer: Craig Meikle

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: Not Available

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer made comments neither objecting to or supporting the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this application. The proposals were

reviewed by the Forth & Borders Cases Panel of the AHSS.

 

We note that the house, although of a period and style not traditionally highly regarded, presents a

simple and coherent facade at present, with two key details: the entrance door, and the large

window to the right. Both are characterised by stained wood surrounds.

 

Most of the proposals will have little effect on the visual coherence of the house from the street,

except for the replacement of those two elements with uPVC. The glazing pattern of the entrance

door and adjacent window are not replicated, and we believe that the visual coherence of the

whole (and thus the quality of the conservation area) would benefit from retaining, or replacing

like-for-like, the entrance door, adjacent window, and picture window.

 

Thank you for considering our comments.



Comments for Planning Application 17/02108/LBC

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/02108/LBC

Address: 61 High Street South Queensferry EH30 9HN

Proposal: Alter Bedroom to extend existing Bathroom, form En-Suite Shower room, renew

Kitchen.

Case Officer: Diana Garrett

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application. The

proposals relate to a B-Listed residence, part of an early-19th-century tenement. The Forth &

Borders Cases Panel of the AHSS has considered the proposal and wishes to make the following

comments.

 

Proposed works include the potential removal of the door of an Edinburgh press as well as the

removal of tilework surrounding a kitchen fireplace. The panel objects to the removal of the press,

as this would be a loss to a distinctive interior element important to Edinburgh architecture. It also

wishes to comment on the tilework, stating that if the work is particularly decorative, original,

and/or in good condition, it should be retained.

 

Accordingly, the AHSS wishes to object to the proposal, which conflicts with the following non-

statutory guidance:

 

Edinburgh's Listed Buildings and Conservation Area Guidance:

 

Page 20: 'Buffet recesses are an important feature in the dining rooms of listed buildings,

particularly in the New Town, and should be retained.'

 

Page 20: 'Chimneypieces, along with fireplaces containing original features are part of the

decorative history of a building and are often central to the design of a room...Original or later

chimneypieces or fireplaces of interest should not be removed...'

 

The proposal also conflicts with Edinburgh's Local Development Plan, Policy ENV 4:



'Proposals to alter or extend a listed building will be permitted where

. a) those alterations or extensions are justified;

. b) there will be no unnecessary damage to historic structures or diminution of its interest...'

 

We therefore place our objection accordingly.



Comments for Planning Application 17/04005/LBC

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/04005/LBC

Address: 2 Mid Terrace South Queensferry EH30 9LH

Proposal: Reconfiguration of area to the rear, replaced by new construction, internal alterations

including forming bedrooms in attic and associated footlights and dormers. Recreation of original 2

number dwellings from single dwelling house.

Case Officer: Duncan Robertson

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:The AHSS has considered this application and welcomes the intention to carry out

works to Nos 2-4 Mid Terrace.

 

We have considered the application and object to the proposed dormers on the front roof of this

historic terrace. The design of the dormers, modern, large, a single pane of glass, is totally

inappropriate for this property which at present has a slated roof with no rooflights or dormers. We

wish to see this unbroken roofscape retained as it is essential to the character of the terrace.

 

Full details should be submitted of the proposed external re-decoration scheme which should

apply to the whole block 2-4 Mid Terrace. This is in the interest of visual distinctiveness and

coherence.

 

We object to the introduction of the attic staircase to number 2 as this reduces the size of first floor

bedroom 2. We would prefer to see the attics remain as uninhabited voids.

 

The alterations to the rear elevation involve a significant amount of excavation and downtakings.

The extension on the rear of no 2 Mid Terrace replaces an existing sun lounge. We object to the

size and dominance of the rear extension and suggest that it should be reduced in width to comply

with the Council's guidelines, Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas, February 2016, so that it

does not extend across more than 50% of the rear elevation. We also object to the flue for the

stove, particularly as the stove does not appear on any plans.

 

We look forward to receiving notification of revised plans.



Comments for Planning Application 17/05032/LBC

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/05032/LBC

Address: Ashburnham Lodge Station Road South Queensferry EH30 9JP

Proposal: Extension to rear and new entrance to front elevation.

Case Officer: Lynsey Townsend

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application concerning

alterations to an Arts & Crafts lodge dating from c.1898. We note the property is C-listed and lies

within the Queensferry Conservation Area. The Forth & Borders Cases Panel of the AHSS has

considered the proposal and wishes to make the following comments.

 

We are concerned by the proposal to insert plate glass French doors in the south (roadside)

elevation of the property, as this would damage the character of the building and adversely affect

the integrity of the conservation area. In its guidance document, Listed Buildings and Conservation

areas, the council states (p.6): 'Any alterations which would seriously detract from or alter the

character of a listed building are unlikely to receive consent.' Furthermore, ENV 6 of the Local

Development Plan requires developments to enhance the special character or appearance of the

conservation area, which this proposal fails to do. Additionally, the applicant has failed to supply

details of the materials they intend to use for the new windows and doors, along with detailed

information about their design. To maintain the integrity of the building it is important that new

doors and windows are of the highest quality and shown to match existing. Council guidance on

this matter clearly states (p.6): 'Without exception, the highest standards of materials and

workmanship will be required for all works associated with listed buildings. Matching the original

materials and method is important.'

 

We therefore object to this proposal on the grounds that it contravenes both the non-statutory

guidance and the Local Development Plan.



Comments for Planning Application 17/05147/LBC

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 17/05147/LBC

Address: 1 Plewlands House Hopetoun Road South Queensferry EH30 9PX

Proposal: Installation of a handrail.

Case Officer: Clare Macdonald

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application, which has

been reviewed by the Forth & Borders Cases Panel of the AHSS.

 

The building is a three-storey A listed building, within a Conservation Area. The proposal is to add

a handrail to a door jamb, which is on a prominent façade.

 

The Cases Panel has considered the proposal and wishes to comment that due to the building's

A-listed status, high quality materials should be used. Pages 18 - 19 of the City of Edinburgh

Council's Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas document states that "Handrails should be

carefully designed... with high quality traditional or contemporary materials." Information about the

material of the handrail is lacking, and high quality materials must be used.



Comments for Planning Application 18/01888/LBC

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 18/01888/LBC

Address: 7 Ashburnham Gardens South Queensferry EH30 9LB

Proposal: Replace 2 existing front windows to bedroom 3 and kitchen with tilt and turn/fixed screen

windows and form timber decking to front of house. Carry out works to existing tree as per tree

report.

Case Officer: Duncan Robertson

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application. The

proposal is for a large Arts and Crafts villa, which is category B listed and sits within the

Queensferry Conservation Area. The Forth & Borders Cases Panel of the AHSS has considered

the proposal and wishes to make the following comments.

 

The submitted proposal is for the removal of windows and their cills on the street elevation and to

replace them with full-height uPVC windows. The panel wishes to object to the use of uPVC

windows, which are not an acceptable material for a listed building, per page 14 in the City of

Edinburgh Guidance documents on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas. Additionally, the

council wishes to object to the replacement of these front windows, as the there is no condition

report stating their need for removal. A condition report must demonstrate that the windows are

not able to be repaired, such as with the inclusion of annotated photographs demonstrating the

level of deterioration. Furthermore, as stated on page 13 of the City of Edinburgh Guidance

documents on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas, 'There is a general presumption against

the removal of original window frames and glazing; repair and refurbishment is preferred,' and 'The

thermal performance standard of existing windows can be improved by repair, draught-stripping

and working internal shutters.'

 

Accordingly, the AHSS wishes to object to the proposal. The proposals conflict with non-statutory

council guidance, as outlined in the City of Edinburgh Guidance documents on Listed Buildings

and Conservation Areas, and we place our objection accordingly.



Comments for Planning Application 18/04644/LBC

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 18/04644/LBC

Address: The Station Masters Office Station Road South Queensferry EH30 9JP

Proposal: Fit new door and window to elevation. Erect internal partition.

Case Officer: Clare Macdonald

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application. The

proposals are for internal and external alterations to the former Booking Office of the Forth Bridge

Company: a B-listed building within the Queensferry Conservation Area. The Forth & Borders

Cases Panel of the AHSS has considered the proposal and wishes to make the following

comments.

 

We object to the lowering of one of the windows to become a door, which necessitates loss of

historic fabric. Furthermore, there are already two doors on this façade of the property. Edinburgh

Listed Building and Conservation Area Guidance states, "proposals to convert windows into door

openings will not be considered acceptable on principal frontages or above garden level on all

other elevations" P. 12. Accordingly, the AHSS wishes to object to the proposal.



Comments for Planning Application 20/00162/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/00162/FUL

Address: 19 Shore Road South Queensferry EH30 9SG

Proposal: Formation of a driveway within the front garden and alter paths.

Case Officer: Conor MacGreevy

 

Customer Details

Name: Not Available

Address: Not Available

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application. The

proposals are for 19 Shore Road, South Queensferry, which lies in the Queensferry conservation

area. The applicant seeks to form a driveway in the property's front garden. The Forth & Borders

Cases Panel of the AHSS has considered the proposal and wishes to make the following

comments.

 

Page 19 of the Edinburgh Council's Householder Guidance states that "Parking in front gardens

will not normally be allowed," and also states that "A parking space will normally be allowed if the

front garden is at least 6 metres deep, with a maximum area of 21 square metres or 25% of the

front garden, whichever is the greater." The proposed driveway has an area of 24 square metres,

and consequently contravenes this guidance.

 

Moreover, page 20 of the draft Queensferry Conservation Area Character Appraisal states that

"Gardens and landscapes are a dominant feature of the conservation area, both private gardens

and publicly-accessible green spaces." Consequently, the loss of this private garden may fail to

preserve or enhance this aspect of the Conservation Area's character, consequently contravening

page 24 of the Edinburgh Council's Guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas.

 

Accordingly, the AHSS wishes to object to the proposal.



Comments for Planning Application 20/00553/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/00553/FUL

Address: 9 Ashburnham Gardens South Queensferry EH30 9LB

Proposal: Remove existing timber pivot windows and replace with top-hung uPVC windows.

Remove existing timber front door, side panels and top panel with composite door and uPVC

panels Paint existing uPVC windows Paint existing garage door.

Case Officer: Declan Semple

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application. The

proposals are for the replacement of existing timber frame windows with uPVC double glazed

windows; replacement of an existing timber front door with a composite door with uPVC panels;

and painting the existing uPVC windows and garage door. The Forth & Borders Cases Panel of

the AHSS has considered the proposal and wishes to make the following comments.

 

We believe the use of uPVC would be inappropriate in the Queensferry Conservation Area. Whilst

we are aware that some windows have already been changed to uPVC, we believe that the

historic fabric should be retained where possible, particularly with regards to the existing timber

front door. Edinburgh Council's Listed Building and Conservation Area Guidance states that

"replacement windows and doors on all elevations of unlisted properties must match the original

proportions, appearance, materials and opening method" (. 25); we feel this proposal does not

follow this guidance.

 

Accordingly, the AHSS wishes to object to the proposal. The proposals conflict with non-statutory

council guidance, and we place our objection accordingly.



Comments for Planning Application 20/00691/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/00691/FUL

Address: 1 Springwell Terrace South Queensferry EH30 9RQ

Proposal: Proposed window to door alteration with driveway pier relocation, gates and patio.

Case Officer: Luke Vogan

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application. The

proposals are for a window to door alteration; addition of a patio to the rear; widening the front

gate by relocating the driveway pier; minor internal alterations (removing a division wall between

the kitchen and dining room); and replacement of existing timber frame windows with uPVC

double glazed windows. The Forth & Borders Cases Panel of the AHSS has considered the

proposal and wishes to make the following comments.

 

Our only concern in this proposal is for the use of uPVC window frames for the replacement

windows, which we believe would be inappropriate in the Queensferry Conservation Area.

Edinburgh Council's Listed Building and Conservation Area Guidance states that "replacement

windows and doors on all elevations of unlisted properties must match the original proportions,

appearance, materials and opening method" (. 25); we feel this proposal does not follow this

guidance.

 

Accordingly, the AHSS wishes to object to the proposal. The proposals conflict with non-statutory

council guidance, and we place our objection accordingly.



Comments for Planning Application 20/03618/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/03618/FUL

Address: 2 Stoneycroft Road South Queensferry

Proposal: Demolition of existing building and erection of 5x terraced townhouses with associated

works.

Case Officer: Robert McIntosh

 

Customer Details

Name: Not Available

Address: Not Available

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:The AHSS Forth and Borders Panel has examined the application and wishes to object

to the proposals.

 

2 Stoneycroft Road consists of two adjacent buildings, a two-storey Victorian villa, and a 20th

century adjoining three-storey building with protruding upper storey. Although built on one plot,

neither building is structurally or in design terms reliant upon the other (indeed they relate poorly),

and therefore they must in planning terms be considered as two adjoining structures rather than a

single building as the application implies.

 

1) The existing villa makes a positive contribution to the Conservation Area through its materials

and design. It is the only villa of this size on this road, and its demolition would be a significant loss

to the conservation area.

 

Its adjoining neighbour makes a negative contribution, and we welcome the demolition of the

modern building. This gain does not justify the significant loss of the original villa. There is no sign

(e.g. cracked stonework etc.) to suggest that the northern building has compromised the villa's

structural integrity.

 

2) The proposed new houses are too high at the top of the site, extending over a storey higher

than the present villa, which will further encroach upon the views towards the Forth Road Bridges

offered from Stoneycroft Road and related open areas. Retention of the existing villa would result

in more open views and less crowding to Stoneycroft Road, compared to the three-storey plus roof

buildings proposed.

 



3) The design statement includes a number of misleading statements. The "poor facade to open

space" of the villa is a good quality random rubble sandstone wall with no large windows. This is

better than the proposed overlooking of numerous public windows, and this stonework is more

suitable for this location than the short-term ones proposed (e.g. wood and render which will

discolour). The issues with the present parking bay and its brick (not stone) wall are readily

resolved, and the "stone showing decay" appears negligible and is not backed up by evidence.

The villa is readily capable of restoration as, for example, a flatted dwelling to complement suitable

new development on its neighbour's plot

 

The villa's loss will be to the detriment of the conservation area, and its loss is contrary to local

guidance and Development Plan policy ENV 5. In contrast, demolition of the adjacent poor quality

modern building offers an opportunity to improve the local area. The proposed new development is

too high and significantly increases the overlooking of adjacent public and private space. We

therefore object to these proposals.



Comments for Planning Application 20/03640/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/03640/FUL

Address: 23 Edinburgh Road Edinburgh EH30 9HR

Proposal: Conversion of restaurant / hotel into 5x dwellings.

Case Officer: Lewis McWilliam

 

Customer Details

Name: Not Available

Address: Not Available

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:The AHSS Forth and Borders Panel has examined the application and wishes to object

to some aspects of the proposals.

 

1) The north-most windows to the older portion of the ground and lower ground floor on the East

elevation (i.e. Bedroom 2 and the Kitchen in the north-most duplex) are excessively wide, giving

an unbalanced feel to that elevation. They need to significantly narrow in width towards their

existing rybats on their southern sides, in order to better relate to the windows above.

 

2) Internally, some walls are removed without nibs and downstands. This is contrary to Edinburgh

council guidance and policy, and the walls between the two largest rooms on the second floor

should not be removed to the extent proposed.

 

These elements compromise this otherwise acceptable proposal and we therefore object to them.



Comments for Planning Application 20/03641/LBC

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/03641/LBC

Address: 23 Edinburgh Road Edinburgh EH30 9HR

Proposal: Conversion of restaurant / hotel into 5 private dwellings with external alterations

including upgrading of windows and doors, partial removal of non-original extension and erection

of replacement offshoot, reinstatement of windows on G and LGF, removal of ventilation ductwork,

signage and lighting from facade; minimal internal alterations.

Case Officer: Lewis McWilliam

 

Customer Details

Name: Not Available

Address: Not Available

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:The AHSS Forth and Borders Panel has examined the application and wishes to object

to some aspects of the proposals.

 

1) The north-most windows to the older portion of the ground and lower ground floor on the East

elevation (i.e. Bedroom 2 and the Kitchen in the north-most duplex) are excessively wide, giving

an unbalanced feel to that elevation. They need to significantly narrow in width towards their

existing rybats on their southern sides, in order to better relate to the windows above.

 

2) Internally, some walls are removed without nibs and downstands. This is contrary to Edinburgh

council guidance and policy, and the walls between the two largest rooms on the second floor

should not be removed to the extent proposed.

 

These elements compromise this otherwise acceptable proposal and we therefore object to them.



Comments for Planning Application 20/03777/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/03777/FUL

Address: Ashburnham Lodge Station Road South Queensferry EH30 9JP

Proposal: Replacement existing gates with cast stone piers & painted steel gates.

Case Officer: Murray Couston

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:The AHSS Forth & Borders and Highlands & Islands Cases Panels has examined the

application and wishes to object to the proposal.

 

Ashburnham Lodge is an excellent example of an Arts & Crafts style house in South Queensferry.

It is significant for this reason, and for its contribution to the South Queensferry Conservation Area

as a representation of that era.

 

We wish to object to the proposed materials for the new gate. The Arts & Crafts period is

particularly characterized by materials such as decorative/ornate timber and iron and their design

and treatment. Materials such as these, or possibly high quality modern alternatives, would be

appropriate for a new gate in this setting. In contrast, the proposed materials (particularly cast

stone) are neither appropriate for the Arts and Crafts period, nor examples of high quality

contemporary materials.

 

Accordingly, we object to this proposal as it does not show sufficient understanding of its

architectural context. We hope to see revised proposals which in their design and materials better

suit their location.



Comments for Planning Application 20/03778/LBC

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/03778/LBC

Address: Ashburnham Lodge Station Road South Queensferry EH30 9JP

Proposal: Replacement existing gates with cast stone piers & painted steel gates.

Case Officer: Murray Couston

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:The AHSS Forth & Borders and Highlands & Islands Cases Panels has examined the

application and wishes to object to the proposal.

 

Ashburnham Lodge is an excellent example of an Arts & Crafts style house in South Queensferry.

It is significant for this reason, and for its contribution to the South Queensferry Conservation Area

as a representation of that era.

 

We wish to object to the proposed materials for the new gate. The Arts & Crafts period is

particularly characterized by materials such as decorative/ornate timber and iron and their design

and treatment. Materials such as these, or possibly high quality modern alternatives, would be

appropriate for a new gate in this setting. In contrast, the proposed materials (particularly cast

stone) are neither appropriate for the Arts and Crafts period, nor examples of high quality

contemporary materials.

 

Accordingly, we object to this proposal as it does not show sufficient understanding of its

architectural context. We hope to see revised proposals which in their design and materials better

suit their location.



Comments for Planning Application 20/04835/CON

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 20/04835/CON

Address: 2 Stoneycroft Road South Queensferry

Proposal: Complete demolition in a conservation area.

Case Officer: Robert McIntosh

 

Customer Details

Name: Dr The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland

Address: 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Amenity Body

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:The AHSS Forth and Borders Panel has examined the application and wishes to object

to the proposals.

 

2 Stoneycroft Road consists of two adjacent buildings, a two-storey Victorian villa, and a 20th

century adjoining three-storey building with protruding upper storey. Although built on one plot,

neither building is structurally or in design terms reliant upon the other (indeed they relate poorly),

and therefore they must in planning terms be considered as two adjoining structures, namely the

villa, and the development in its garden, rather than a single building as the application implies.

 

1) The existing villa makes a positive contribution to the Conservation Area through its materials

and design. It is the only villa of this size on this road, and its demolition would be a significant loss

to the conservation area. Its front facade includes high-quality elements such as the arched front

door, the chamfered jambs and rybats to the bay window, and the pronounced cornice to the

ground floor bay. Listing is not a pre-requisite of a positive contribution or importance to a

conservation area, and this is emphasised in both local and national policy

 

Its adjoining neighbour makes a negative contribution, and we welcome the demolition of the

modern building. This gain does not justify the significant loss of the original villa. There is no sign

(e.g. cracked stonework etc.) to suggest that the northern building has compromised the villa's

structural integrity.

 

2) The proposed new houses are too high at the top of the site, extending over a storey higher

than the present villa, which will further encroach upon the views towards the Forth Road Bridges

offered from Stoneycroft Road and related open areas. Equally the photographic study on P20 of

the supporting statement shows that the proposed new houses will be more prominent at the top



of the site than the existing villa. Retention of the villa would therefore minimise the impact of the

proposed development to the lower part of the site.

 

Retention of the existing villa would result in more open views and less crowding to Stoneycroft

Road, compared to the three-storey plus roof buildings proposed.

 

3) The design statement includes a number of misleading statements. The "poor facade to open

space" of the villa is a good quality random rubble sandstone wall with no large windows. This is

better than the proposed overlooking of numerous public windows, and this stonework is more

suitable for this location than the short-term ones proposed (e.g. wood and render which will

discolour). The issues with the present parking bay and its brick wall are readily resolved, and the

"stone showing decay" appears negligible and is not backed up by evidence. The villa is readily

capable of restoration as, for example, a flatted dwelling to complement suitable new development

on its neighbour's plot. The alleged lack of historic features within the villa would make the

creation of apartments to modern standards easy and less costly.

 

The villa's loss will be to the detriment of the conservation area, and its loss is contrary to local

guidance and Development Plan policy ENV 5. In contrast, demolition of the adjacent poor quality

modern building offers an opportunity to improve the local area. The proposed new development is

too high and significantly increases the overlooking of adjacent public and private space. We

therefore object to these proposals.


